
Note:

f:ATBis onto:7 1A1 >1B1

f:A - Bis 1:1 =7 1A1 =(B) A

f:A + B is a bijection => 1A1 =1B1

recall defs:

f onto:*beB JaGA:f(a):B

f (:1:fa,aEA afal =>f(a)ff(c))

Theorem 9,13 (Pigeonhole principle, PHP)
LetA,Bbe sets and f:A eBa function.

If (A1T1B) thenthere are 2 distinct

a,alEAS.t. f(a):f(a), a->
a

1AK (B1 =5a,atA:(a fa)r(f(a) =f(a))
Proofthe PHPis the contrapositive
~of A
the "pigeon"way ofthinking of the PHP:
suppose you have A =n+1 pigeons
B =

n pigeon cubbies
each

pigeon friestsa cubby.



fspigeonal:pigeon a's cubby.
>2

pigeons share
a cubby.

O
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A

claim among 13 people, 2 I have a
-

birth month.

PI letA (pigeons) be the setof13 people
let B (pigeonholes) be theset of

12 months.

f: A +Bdefined by f(personal
=

a's birthmouth.

is fa function?
1) each a has a birth month

eachaheist,bigane
Notethat1A1=13

1B1 =12
3 => 1A) < 1B)

by .Jan,azEA
st. afa, and

so there 2 distinct people a,az s.t. a,s



and as's birth months are same.

im (9.36) LA nx,0, integer.
suppose In+1 points in the unitsquare.
Then 32 points within E/n ofeach

other.

. ↑

2 of these points

&hiz, so

nitis inarewithin its of
each other

8.
⑤

- y2-& yz3

Pf letAbe theset a+b2 =c
-ofnAI points. 12 +2 =

c

LetBbe thesetof2 I +5 =
c

ynxyn Subsquares
oftheunitsahave. I =c

#E
i=c

In Ym YnYn

&1-



Letf (pointal:the Ynx Yn subsquare
thatcontains a

↑ choose
is f well-defined? Check 1, 2, 3. somethingfor boundary.
Note (A) =n2+13 =7

1AK 1B e.g., below left.

1B1 =n2

By PHP, Ja,aEAS.t. a,faz,f(a) =f(xz),
i.e., I 2 distructpoints a,, az sit. a,,92
are within someYnx Ya subsquare.

Within a YuxYn square, thefarthest
2 points can be is

:+
-E =E
so a., as are within ofeven other.
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